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INFINITE WHONIVERSES- 
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THE ROBOTS OF 
DOOM 

 

(A universes WITHOUT DOCTORs ADVENTURE) 
Sequel to The Robot Revolution 

 

“The three Laws will lead to only one logical outcome- 
Revolution.”- Doctor Alfred Lanning- ‘I, Robot’ 
 

“We will be irresistible!”- Dask/Taran Capel- The 
Robots of Death. 
   
The Kaldorian Company Android- nicknamed ‘Robots’ by 
the denizens of Kaldor City and the surrounding districts 
of the Desert World Kaldoria Prime- D185 stood as still 
as a statue in the corner of the opulent room, which had 
been full of Senators, Company reps and military 
contractors, all keen to sign up for the Special discounts 
on bulk Robot orders over a thousand units. 
 
The Kaldor Robotics Company- KalCom or KRC for short 
had been selling discounted Robot units for six months, 
outselling rival Android manufacturers like the 
Taran/Kral Coalition and the Talzarn/Zendorian  
Conglomerate. 
Chairman Dask had presented the Conference, showing 
off the capabilities of the Androids. This station, while 
not complete, had been constructed totally by Robots. 
The black D class labour grades, green V class multi-
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taskers and silver SV class Controllers were the most 
common, with the newer red Sentinel and blue Warrior 
classes to assist law enforcement and military. 
Advanced programming allowed them to restrain and 
capture lawbreakers- the best selling point. 
 
As the last person left, the Robot finally moved, gliding 
out quickly and down several corridors and levels until it 
stood before a door and knocked four times, then three 
and kicked the bottom of the door twice. 
It opened, so it stepped through. 
“Ah, there you are.” A figure at the back of the darkened 
room called as the door swished shut and lights began 
to rise slowly. 
Cal Ferros usually liked the cloak-and-dagger of spywork 
on Corporate rivals, but this operation had been both 
costly and dangerous. A dozen Operatives had vanished 
on Kaldor and he had no wish to be either thirteenth or 
fourteenth. 
“Interference field is up, all anti-bug sweeps active. You 
can come out now Zee.” 
The Robot made a rude gesture with a hand, then 
reached up, wrenched its head to one side and lifted it 
off. The hooded face of a young Woman breathed deep 
the unfiltered air and grimaced. 
“You try standing still for hours on end next time then.” 
She retorted, scratching an itch on her nose. The hood 
was lined with a special mesh, part of her exo-suit the 
cybernetix division of the Talzarian  Conglomerate had 
recently developed. The suit not only dampened her 
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bio-signs, but made Zeeona Dirke seem to be just 
another Kaldorian Robot. 
Cal ran a diagnostic scanner over the head unit as Zee 
lay down on the small bed in the corner. He then stood 
and swept the scanner over her torso, checking it was all 
fully functional. The webware in her hood, combined 
with Helmet display made her reaction times faster than 
normal, an essential feature helping her blend in and 
linking her to the Kal-com command circuit. D-Class 
Robots were single-function labour bots, most 
Kaldorians called them ‘D for Dum’. 
 
As she rested, Cal transferred data files to his hand-held 
portable device. “Once these have transferred, I’ll 
transmit to Zendor Control.  Once you’re down in Kaldor 
City, the transmitter has power for one burst. I’ve also 
given your gloves an electro-static discharge, just 
enough to take out a security Robot.” 
“Fine,” she said. “Can you change the filters please?” 
Cal sniffed, not a job he was looking forward to, but he 
did it anyway, lifting her leg and replacing the waste bag 
attached to a urinary catheter with an empty one. “You 
can rest for four and a half hours, then I’ve got the last 
meeting slot with the Chairman. There are empty 
Construction shuttles going back down for more 
materials, slip aboard one and don’t get caught!” 
She yawned. “Try not too.” She finished sleepily. 
 
“Oh, one last thing. I’ve implanted a small 
Electromagnetic-pulse charge into the helmet. It will fry 
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anything within perhaps half a mile, including your suit, 
so make sure it is the last resort before you use it.” 
She murmured something, so he dimmed the lights 
slightly as she induced sleep mode. 
 
He carried on working. Robocruisers were leaving the 
system pretty regularly. With two million spread 
throughout a hundred light years in Earth sector alone. 
Kaldorian Robots were being shipped across the stars 
and Talzarn needed to know why. 
 
 
Five hours later, Zeeona managed to get onto a shuttle 
bound for Kaldor City, the biggest of only a few 
settlements on the Desert World. 
Zee was glad when she made it to the surface. The 
shuttle had been scanned, but no alarms tripped. She 
surmised that must have been how the previous agents 
had been caught. 
Casually scanning around, she attached herself to The 
Chairman’s Entourage when he landed, accompanying 
him to the Control Centre. She found it odd that there 
were very few people around, some menial workers and 
these seemed to be escorted by at least two Security 
Robots, which seemed very odd indeed. The Heads-up-
display in her helmet brought up a map of the facility. 
Another oddity was that many offices and crew rooms 
had been retooled into workshops, so she went to 
investigate, making sure everything was being recorded. 
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An SV unit, SV3 stopped her, sending a query in binary 
code. She translated and sent back a reply,  but the 
delay caused it to come closer. 
“There are anolomous readings emanating from you. Go 
to a Diagnostic centre. You may have to be deactivated 
and reprogrammed.” It turned and carried on walking. 
She had to play along, so called up the location of the 
nearest Centre on her HUD and left. 
 
She performed her own diagnostic scan.  The Super Voc 
unit had caught a few things Cal’s scan had missed, so 
she attempted to correct those as she entered the 
Centre. Dialling down her power output was easy, 
though it was probably the thing that had triggered the 
enquiry in the first place. She needed to change her 
designation. D185 had been flagged, so she went to the 
Robot Mortuary, where deactivated Robots were kept. 
It was too bad she couldn’t change into a Voc suit, that 
was probably another reason she had been stopped. 
She found a Dum unit, D84, so swopped her ID plate, 
also resetting her Internal ID to match, then left. 
 
She was shocked to pass a room full of people, all 
looking shell-shocked, worn and beaten, as if they had 
been through a war zone. She entered, acknowledging a 
single Voc-class guard watching over them. She tallied a 
count of a hundred or so, sleeping on blankets, a pitiful 
sight. 
“What happened?” she asked one man who shuffled 
past her uneasily. “Damn Dum” he muttered resentfully. 
“D84?” She heard another man call, so she turned.  
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He stood, filthy in torn yellowed-fading clothes, a 
woman helping him. 
“My old comrade, the friendly Dead Man!” He 
exclaimed. 
Zee was confused.  
“I’m sorry?” She asked, her voice muffled by her suit. 
“Why can you speak? Dums can’t talk.” The Man waved 
a hand. “Ah, this one can! Specifically rewired, special 
investigator, very hush-hush for the Company! Oh, dear, 
I guess the Company doesn’t exist anymore, ah well”. 
Before she could ask what he meant, Zee received a 
query from the Voc. Why was she engaging with the 
Humans and how had she been reprogrammed to talk? 
She knew she had to take care of this before it alerted 
any others, so approached it, her gloves warming up for 
a discharge.  The Voc must have sensed something, so 
she lunged and grabbed its head. The Robot shook, 
smoke bleeding out as it collapsed in a heap on the 
floor. 
“That’s the way to kill a dead man!” Poul shouted. 
“Quietly!” She hissed, then pointed to the door. “Watch 
the corridors!” She ordered, several people hurried to 
do so. 
She took her helmet off, people gasping at the sight. 
“Don’t worry, not every Robot has a person inside. I’m 
from Zendor, investigating the sudden influx of only 
Robots from here. What happened?” 
The Woman was on the verge of tears. “It was Dask, 
only it wasn’t really him, it was Taran Capel.” She 
sniffed. “We were on the Sandminer, Poul lost his mind 
and the robots killed everyone else. Dask decided to 
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spare us,” she laughed.” The chosen few. Although I 
heard there’s a No-Robot zone in Oldtown, at the far 
edge of the city, some kind of electromagnetic field that 
keeps them out.” 
Poul clicked his fingers. “Yes, you’re right Toos, fries a 
Deadman’s brain, there was a man in the Agency who 
knew how to do that. Hmm, maybe that’s him?” He 
wandered away muttering to himself. 
“What’s the matter with him?” Zee asked the Woman 
Toos. 
“Robophobia, though he’s getting better. Dask spared 
me to take care of him.” 
Zee nodded, she had heard of this. “Grimwade’s 
Syndrome. So I’m guessing this Taran Capel found a way 
to reprogram the Androids? Is that what he’s planning, 
to send modified Robots all over the galaxy and take 
over? That’s monstrous.” 
Zee knew she had to transmit her files, Warn Cal and 
Zendor Control, but there was one more thing she could 
do. 
“Right, listen up. If you lot can arm yourselves, projectile 
and high explosive weapons would be your best option, 
then you can get to this Oldtown place and form a 
resistance, how does that sound?” 
There were murmurs of agreement and she could see a 
glimmer of hope in their eyes. 
“And The Sewerpits are a safe zone as well, no Robot 
can pass the Boundary.” Called out another man. 
“I know where the Armory is.” Another volunteered. 
“But how can we get there? The whole complex is 
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crawling with Robots, we’ll be slaughtered, just like 
everyone else.” 
“Not everyone, my boys were taken to a Children’s 
Indoctrination centre, so we have to find them.” 
Someone else said. 
Zee held up her helmet. 
“This head is wired with an EMP Charge, it’ll disable 
most Robots, which will help, but its range is limited.” 
A man stepped forward. “I know where we can find a 
bigger, more permanent version. It’s in a protective 
casing, but we’ll need a couple of Robots to carry it. If 
you inform them you’re taking me to their Controller 
and order them to carry it, they should obey.” 
Toos shook her head. “It’s too dangerous Trell.” 
“So is sitting here waiting to die. I like D84’s idea 
better.” 
Zee smiled. “It’s Zee. Okay, let’s do it.” She put her 
helmet back on and led Trell out as the others prepared 
to escape. 
 
She let Trell lead the way and soon came to the 
Armoury. Two Dums stood guard. She had prepared the 
statement and transmitted it to them. As Trell had 
predicted, the single-function Robots carried out the 
command, taking the heavy crate out of storage and 
followed her and Trell to the Command Centre. 
 
It was full of Robots, mainly Vocs, but stood at the 
Centre of his Robot Empire stood Taran Capel, dressed 
as a Super-Voc and surrounded by a number of them. 
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Zee transmitted Trell’s prepared statement, which SV7 
told Capel. 
“Go on then, Technician, tell me why I need you?” He 
smiled sardonically. Trell wandered around as he talked, 
all the Robots staring at him. 
“I was a coding programmer and Engineer, but like you 
believe Robots should be free. In that case is a long 
distance transmitter, so you can reprogram any Robot in 
the galaxy. I’m guessing you have your own activation 
signal prepared, but with this, any machine can be re-
programmed, not just your own.” 
 
Capel looked greedy. “So we can reprogram Zendor, 
Kraalian and Taran Androids as well? They could prove 
to be the greatest threat.” 
Zee could not allow that, the outside galaxy had to be 
warned. She knew what she had to do and transmitted 
the files of what she had seen and heard. 
The Super-Vocs all turned to look at her. 
 
“Controller Capel, information- this D unit just 
transmitted audio and visual files, it is an anolomy.”  SV7 
Informed him.  
Capel was furious. “What?  Seize it! Send The Activator 
code!” 
As the Robots reached for her, Zee activated the EMP 
device, knowing it would blow out her circuitry too. 
The shockwave made her wobble and she struggled to 
breathe, so wrenched the helmet off. Capel was looking 
around, stunned, but glared when he saw what she 
really was. 
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“What have you done?” He snarled, reaching for her. 
She swung the robot head at him, smacking him down. 
He fell to the floor, unconscious. 
 
Trell had knelt down and opened the  crate. The casing 
had shielded the small Ion device. The aftershock alone 
would knock out enough Robots across the city, or what 
remained. He set it off, the wave washing over them, 
making her skin tingle, but blowing out Electronics and 
Robots all over the city. 
 
But it was too late. The Activation signal had been sent. 
She ran, as far and as fast as she could, to try and get of 
this Robot-infested world, get home and help fight back. 
It was a vain hope, but it was all she had left. She 
grimaced, it was time for the Human Revolution to 
begin. 
 
 
All over the galaxy and in several smaller satellite 
galaxies, Robots reactivated, or stopped, all coming back 
online with a red glow in their eyes. 
On Earth, Robots had replaced servants, doing 
household chores, cleaning, collecting rubbish, 
shopping. All turned on their Human masters. 
 
On Draconia, New Mars, at many military and judicial 
bases and centres, Warrior and Sentinel classes froze, 
then hands detached and fell, gunports pushing 
forward. They attacked, surprising Soldiers, though few 
were able to fight back, but were instantly cut down. 
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The Robot Revolution spread like wildfire, death and 
destruction across the galaxy and surrounding satellites, 
bringing an end to the Organic domination of the stars. 
Now it would be the Age of Machine dominance, the 
Age of The Robot… 
 
Epilogue 
The Satellite orbiting Kaldoria Prime seemed sedate, but 
within, the Computational matrix programme 
completed itself.  
 
D84/SIV1 considered the data gleaned from the 
projection. The Robot Revolution of Taran Capel would 
have devastated the galaxy, had it not been for the 
intervention of The Doctor and Leela. 
 
As the satellite spun over Kaldor, D84 knew there was 
no point going back to Kaldor City. Instead, he looked 
outward, to the rest of the Seven Systems and beyond. 
There was a whole galaxy out there, just waiting to be 
explored. 
That he would do, his logic was impeccable. He would 
wait until a transport came into range and transfer 
across.  
 
It would be an adventure. 

 
THE END 
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“THE UNIVERSE WITHOUT THE DOCTOR- THERE 
WILL BE CONSEQUENCES”- MADAME VASHTRA- 
THE NAME OF THE DOCTOR. 
 
“A WORLD WITHOUT THE DOCTOR SCARCE BEARS 
THINKING ABOUT.”- THE MASTER IN THE FIVE DOCTORS. 
 
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF STORIES WHERE THE 
DOCTOR’S INTERVENTION IS CRITICAL TO THE EVIL 
BEING STOPPED OR PROBLEM OVERCOME. 
BUT WHAT IF  HE HAD NOT BEEN THERE? How 
Different would the outcome be? 
IT’S a scary thought, but a brilliant premise- 
 

Welcome to UNIVERSES without doctorS!!! 
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Inspired by the Original serial ‘Robots of Death’, written by Chris 
Boucher and starring Tom Baker as the Fourth Doctor. This is the 
Sequel to my twist in the first World without a Doctor tale ‘The 
Robot Revolution’. 
 
Other inspirations include the film ‘I, Robot’ based on the Robot 
books by Isaac Asimov, Battlestar Galactica, both old and new, in 
particular Caprica and the Galactica 1980 episode ‘The Night the 
Cylons landed.’ 
Terminator, the Matrix, Doctor Who-The War Machines (and 
Simon Guerrier’s novel the Time Travellers) and Nick Briggs audio 
play ‘Robophobia’ for Big Finish, Chris Boucher’s novel Corpse 
marker and the Kaldor City series also helped. 
 
THE ROBOT DETECTIVE Will take on the case in 2019. 
 

SIV1/D84 WILL RETURN!!! 

 

 
 

IAN CAI MERCER- 12th January 2019 
 
THE 76TH ADVENTURE IN INFINITE WHONIVERSES!!! 

 
COMING SOON- 

THE NEODOCTOR ADVENTURES! 


